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1. What luminaire lens material is usually recommended in behavioral health patient areas?
   a. Acrylic
   b. Polycarbonate
   c. Plate Glass
   d. Tempered Glass

2. When can standard luminaires be used in behavioral health facilities?
   __________________________________________________________________________________

3. Are table lamps and desk lamps encouraged?
   __________________________________________________________________________________

4. Are tamper resistant luminaires recommended for use in patient areas?
   __________________________________________________________________________________

5. What are the four Environmental Safety Risk Levels called in FGI
   __________________________________________________________________________________

6. Is compliance with one of the guidelines mentioned legally required?
   __________________________________________________________________________________

7. Where can you find illuminance recommendations for each space?
   __________________________________________________________________________________
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8. Where are lighting control stations typically located on a bed floor?
_________________________________________________________________

9. Between the corridor, nurses station and patient room, where is the most important place to locate safe ligature-resistant luminaires?
_________________________________________________________________

10. When should a risk assessment be filled out in the construction phase?
_________________________________________________________________
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